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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers ~ Mathematics with Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publ ish ing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or jus t  a br ief  l ist ing of  t it les. 
Instead,  we decided to publ ish every impor tant  mater ia l  detai l  concerning those books submi t ted  
to us by publ ishers,  which we judge to be of potent ia l  interest to our readers.  Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publ ish a complete table of contents for each such book, but  no review 
of  it as such. We welcome our readers '  comments concerning this enterprise. Publ ishers should 
submit  books intended for review to the Editor- in-Chief,  
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
Creative Modelling with Lotus I-~-3. By Mary Jackson. John Wiley & Sons, New York. (1990). 196 pages. 
$39.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 2. Simple 1-2-3 worksheets. 3. Expanding the worksheet. 4. Designing workaheeta. 5. Graphs 
and printed workshests. 6. Database management. 7. Statistical analysis. 8. Survey data. 9. Analysis of relation- 
ships. 10. Sales forecasting. 11. Financial planning models. 12. Investment appraisal. 
Variational Problems in Topolog3h The Geometr I o I Length, Area and Volume. By A.T. Fomenko. Gordon and 
Breach Scie~ace Publishers, New York, NY. (1990). 225 pages. $120.00 
Contents: 
I. Prelimlnaries. L Singtdar and cellular homology groups. 2. Cohomology groups and obstructions to 
extending mappings. 3. Fibratious. II. Ftmctious on manifolds. 1. Exact Morse functions. 2. Multi-dimeusional 
analog of Morse theory. III. Manifolds of small dimenaions. 1. Homeomorphi~ of two-dimel~tional iturfaces. 
2. An algorithm recognizing the standsxd three-dimensional sphere in the ~ of Heegard iagrAmA of genus two. 
IV. Minimal surfaces, l. Simplest properties of minimal sttrfaces. 9+. Topological properties of minimal surfaces. 
3. Geometry of volume functional and Dirichlet functional extremals. References. Index. 
Implementation f Non.Strict Functional Programming Languages. By Kenneth R. Traub. MIT Press, London, 
England and Cambridge, MA. (1991). 171 pages. $27.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Background---functional language compilers. 3. Lenient evaluation. 4. Functional quads. 
5. Code generation. 6. Syntactic theory of data dependence. 7  Dependence analysis. 8. Constraint computation 
and partitioning. 9. Conclusion. 
Commentar~ on Standard ML. By Robin Milner and Mads Tofte. MIT Press, London, England and Cambridge, 
MA. (1991). 160 pages. $19.95. 
Contents: 
1. Executing a simple program. 2. Dynamlc semantics for the core. 3. Dynamic semantics for the modules. 
4. Static semantics for the core. 5. Type declarations and principality. 6. Static semantics for the modules. 
7. Signature matching. 8. Elaboration of functors. 9. Admissible semantic objects and proofs. 10. Elaboratkm 
of signature xpressions. 11. Principal signatures. A. Appendix--Proof principality. B. Appendix--Identitlex 
status. C. Appendix--Solutlons to exercises. D. Appendix--Mistakes and ambiguities. Index. 
Typeset by A.A,~TEX 
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De~eioement of the Visual $estem. Proceedines of the Retina ReJe~rch Fottndation Semeosi~ Edited by Domi- 
nic Man-Kit Lam and Carla J. Shatz. M1T Pre~, London, England and Cambridge, MA. (1991). 287 pages. 
$65.00. 
Contents: 
I. The 1990 Hehnerlch Lecture. Introduction. William A. Harris. 1. The fly and the eye. Seymour Be~eT. 
II. Cell lineage and cell fate in visual system development. 2 Specification of cell type in the vertebrate r tina. 
David M. Altshuler, David L. Turner and Constance L. Cepko. 3. Cell determination a d positional cues in the 
teleost retina: development of photoreceptors and horizontal cells. Pamela A. Raymond. 4. Determh~tion of 
cell fate during retinal histogenesis: intrlnsie and extrin~c ~ .  Thomas A. Reh. 5. NeurogenesiJ and 
determination i  the Xenop~s retina. William A. Harris. HI. Specificity and targeting of relY9 ,d gmaglinn cell 
axons. 6. Pathflnding and specificity in the early Xenopu, retinofugal projection. Christine E. Holt. 7. Relative 
roles of positional cues and activity-besed cues in the patternln .f of the retinotectal projection. Scott E. Fraser. 
8. Axonal pathflnding and target recognition ofretinal axons in ruth during development and regeneration. Claudia 
A.O.Stuermer. 9. Rules that govern the development of the puthways from the eye to the optic track in mammals. 
R. W,. Gnillery. IV. Specification ofvisual cortical connections. 10. Subplate neurons and the development of neo- 
cortical connections. Carla J. Shatz, Anirvan Ghosh, Susan K. McConnell, Karen L. Allendoerfer, Eddmrd Frlauf 
and Antonella Anto~in!. 11. Emergence and refinement of local circuits in cat striate cortex. Lawrence C. Katz 
and Edward M. Callaway. 12. Sensory inputs and the specification of neocortex during deveiopment. Mriganka 
Sur. V. Correlates of the critical period: experience-dependent velopment. 13. A role for the MNDA receptor in 
the development of topographic retinotectal projections and in the regulation of retinal arbor morphology in the 
frog. Hollls T. Cline. 14. Function of NMDA receptors in the developing visual cortex. N.W. Daw and K. Fox. 
15. Redistribution of neurotransmitter r ceptors and the mechanism of cortical developmental plasticity. Max 
S. Cynader, D. Shaw, F. van Hulzen and G. Prusky. 16. Activity-dependent reorganization of afferents in the 
deve]oplng mAmmaUan visual system. Michael P. Stryker. Summary. The Retina Research Foundation. Index. 
Fro m Animals ~o Anim=~s, Proceedinas o~ the Firs~ ln¢ern=tional Conference on Sim~l=tion of Adaptive 
Behe,ior. Edited by Jean-Arcady Meyer and Stewart W. Wilson. MIT Press, London, England and Cambridge, 
MA. (1991). 551 pages. $55.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. L The AnlmAt approach. 1. Simulation of adaptive behavior in animats: review and prospect. Jean- 
Arcady Meyer and Agnes Guillot. 2. The anlmAt path to AI. Stewart W. Wilson. 3. What it means for robot 
behaviour to be adaptive. David McFadand. 4. Computational neuroethology: a provisional mm~tfesto. Dave 
Cliff. 5. On the feam'oility of computational rtificial llfe---a reply to critics. Harold C. Morris. 6. The animat and 
the physician. Alaxandre Parodi and Pierre Bonelli. 7. Extended clmmlflers for simulation of adaptive behavior. 
Renaud Dumenr. II. Perception and motor control. 8. Biomimetic sonar processing: from dolphin echolocation 
to artificial neural networks. H.L. Roitblat, P,W.B. Moore, P.E. Nachtigall and R.H. Penner. 9. Hierarchical 
dishabituation i toads. DeLiAng Wang and Michael A. Arbib. 10. The compntaticmal hoverfly: a study in 
computational neuroetholegy. Dave Cliff. 11. Can allied reflexes promote the integration of a robot's behavior? 
Philip Teitelbaum, Vivien C. Pellie and Sergio M, Penis. 12. Coordination of leg movement in w~dt4,~ AnimalS. 
Holk Crnse. 13. A biological vituo-motor system: how din|re|Ira" maps interact o produce behavior. Gerhard 
Manteuffel. 14. Biological and computational stereo vision. Stephen T. Barnard. 15. Modeling and slrmdAtion 
of m~irnAin' move~llents. Simon Beflhalnou and Pierre Bovet. HI. Cognitive maps and internal world models. 
16. Schemns for prey-catching in froog and toad. Michael A. Arbib and Alberto Cobas. 17. Mapbnild|n~ , , |n~ 
self-organlsing etworks in -Really rueful robots". Ulrich Nehmzow and Tim Smlthers. 18. The cmltribution of 
quantitative models to the long distance orientation problems. Marc Jamon. 19. Navigating with a rat brain: 
a neuroblologically-inapired mo el for robot spatial representation. Maja J. Mataric. 20. Four important humes 
in cognitive mapping. W.K. Yzap and C.C. Handley. 21. Attracting ~ shapes towards each other. Mitch 
R. Harris. IV. Motivation and emotion. 22. Ethological and psychological models of motivation--towarde a 
synthesis. Frederick Tontee and Per Jen~m. 23. Pleasure: the answer to conflicting motivations. Michel Cabanac. 
24. Mw~h|-e motivation. J.R.P. Halperin. 25. A possibility for implementing curimity and boredom in model- 
buil,41n~ neural controllers. Juergen Schmidhuber. V. Action selection and behavioral sequences. 26. Instinct as 
an inductive him for learning behavioral sequences. Lashon B. Booker. 27. A bottom-up mechanism for behavior 
•election in an artificial creature. Pattie Mass. 28. The neural basis of behavioral choice in an artificial insect. 
Randall D. Beer and Hmel J. Chiel. 29. An investigation of two mediation strategies suitable for behavioural 
control in animak and animats. Martin Snaith and Owen Holland. 30. Computer simutation of an animal 
environment. Toby Tyrrell and John E.W. Mayhew. VI. Ontogeny and learning. 31. Ontogeny of preferences in
guppies (Poecilia fetishists) exposed to food and conspecifica. Patrick W. Collpm, T. Lynne Jamlmon, Janice E. 
Frame and J. Terry Smith. 32. Simulation studies of song learning in birds. Jamel M. wmlmm and P.J.B. Slater. 
38. Reinforcement learning architectures for ~-hnaht. Pdchard S. Sutton. 34. Self-impt'oving reactive ageuta: case 
studies of reinforcement learning frameworks. Long-Ji Lin. 35. Exploring adaptive agency II: aimulatlng the 
evolution of a~ociative l arning. Peter M. Todd and Geoffrey F. ]~f_tller. 36. Lookahead planning and latent 
learnin .f in a ~ r  system. Rick L. Riolo. 37. Learning hill-climhlng functions as a strategy for generating 
behaviors in a mobile robot. David Pierce and Benjamin Kuipers. 38. Some parallels between a~ocintive l arning 
and object clmmification. David R. Shanks. VII. Collective behaviors. 39. Task differentation i polistes wasp 
colonies: a model for self-orgenizing groups of robots. Guy Theraulaz, Simon Goss, Jacques Gervet and Jean- 
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Louis Deneubourg. 40. The dynamics of collective sorting: robot-llke ants and ant-lihe robots. J.L. Duenenbourg, 
S. Goes, N. FrAnk~, A. Sendova-FrankA, C. Detrain and L.Chr~tien. VIII. Evolution of behavior. 41. Evolution 
and co-evolution of computer programs to control independently-actlng agents. John R. Koza. 42. The evolution 
of information gathering: Operational constraints. Cynthia Kurtz. 43. Repremmtations for artificial orgmdsxm. 
Robert J. CoilinJ and David It. Jefferson. 44. Evolving organisms that can reach for objects. Frederlco Ceeooni 
and Domenico Parisi. 45. The artificial evolution of behaviour. Inman Harvey. 46. The rise of interaction: 
intrinsic simulation modeling of the onset of interacting hehaviours. Fabio DeLuigi and Vittorin Maniezzo. 47. The 
evolution of behavior: some experiments. Jan Paredis. 48. AVon Neumann approach to a genotype xpreesion i a 
neural anlmAt. Dan Wood. IX. Architectures, organizational principles, and functional approaches. 49. Challenges 
for complete creature architectures. Rodney A. Brooks. 50. Cognitive action theory as a control architecture. 
H.L. Roitblat. 51. Towards a theory of emergent functionality. Luc Steels. 52. Eight principles for building an 
intelligent robot. David L. Waltz. 53. Robot ethology: a proposal for the research into intelligent autonomous 
systems. Uwe Schnepf. 54. A model of the mechan!~ns underlying exploratory behaviour. Liane M. Gabora and 
Patrick W. Colgan. 55. The causal analysis of an adaptive system: sex-ratio decisions as observed in a parasitic 
wasp and simulated by a network model. Marijke Vonk, Felix Putters and Berend-Jan Velthuis. 56. Evolution 
as pattern processing: TODO as substrate for evolution. P. Hogeweg and B. Hesper. 57. Matching, maximizing 
and melioration as alternative descriptions of behaviour. Alasdair I. Houston. 58. An adaptation anomoly of a 
genetic algorithm. Yuval Davidor. 59. Autonomous agents, AI and chaos theory. George Kiss. 60. Incrementing 
intelligent systems by design. Brendan McGonigle. X. A~imats in education. 61. A~imal simulations with *Logo: 
massive parallelism for the masses. Mitchel Resnick. e2. Lego vehicles: a technology for studying intelligent 
systems. J im Donnett and Tim Smithers. Author Index. 
ABC Programmer's Handbook. By Leo Geurts, Lambert Meertens, and Steven Pemberton. Prentice Hall, Engle- 
wood Cliffs, NJ. (1990). 166 pages. $26.80. 
Contents: 
1. A quick look at ABC. 2. Examples of ABC. 3. Using ABC. 4. Description of ABC. Appendix A. ABC 
quick reference. Appendix B. Differences between ABC and B. Appendix C. ABC implementations. Index. 
Comp~,ter Processing of Natural Language. By Gilbert K. Krulee. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. (1991). 
456 pages. $60.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Tranformational grammarS for natural anguage. 3. Two-level representations. 4  Tran- 
sition networks: from grammar to acceptor. 5. Two-level processing systems. 6. Meaning and interpretation. 
7. Issues and applications. Exercises. Bibliography. Index. 
lntrodnction to Sim~,lation with GPSS, on the PC, M~¢in~osh and Vn~. By Ingolf StUd. Prentice Hall, Engle- 
wood Cliffs, NJ. (1990). 366 pages. $61.33. 
Contents: 
1. The role of GPSS in simulation. 2. Random numbers. 3. Foundations of GPSS: transactions. 4. Simple 
servers: facilities. 5. The simulation process in the one-line, one-server case. 6. Gathering time statistics. 7. Sys- 
tems with different customers and several servers. 8. The GOTO block, 9. The IF block. 10. The WAITIF block. 
11. Priority and service interruption. 12. General random functions. 13. BuUt-ln standard statistical functions. 
14. Other types of fnnctions. 15. Print-out and save values. 16. Parameters. 17. Help statements. 18. Experimen- 
tation with GPSS models. 19. SPLIT and ASSEMBLE blocks. 20. Rem~- | -~ micro-GPSS features. 21. How to 
proceed in sirnniation. Appendix A. Sllrnrnary of micro-GPSS syntax. Appendix B. Alternative forms for increased 
compatibility with GPSS V. Appendix C. The GPSSMENU program. Appendix D. Debugging of programs in 
micro-GPSS. References. Index. 
Digital Engineering Desian. A Modern Approach. By Richard F. Tinder. Prentice Hall, Engiewood Cliffs, NJ. 
(1991). 685 pages. $58.60. 
Contents: 
1. Background. 2. Ftmdamentals of digital design. 3. Function representation a d reduction. 4. Combinational 
logic design. 5. Synchronous equential machines. 6. Asynchronous sequential machines. Annotated references. 
Problems. Appendix. Glossary. Index. 
Cobol Deb~,gging Diagnostic Manual. By Eric Garrigue Vesely. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. (1990). 324 
pages. (Disk included). $36.00. 
Contents: 
1. Preparing an ANSI Cobol program for debugging. 2. Preparing a Cobol program for debugging. 3. General 
Cobol considerations. 4. Catastrophic debugging. 5. Establishing a debugging environment. 6. Generic bug 
statement type. 7. Random switch settings. 8. Megatrace. 9. Appendix A. Care programs. Appendix B. Glcmmry. 
Appendix C. Annotated Cobol reserved words. Appendix D. Care vendors. Index. 
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Forth tot Profeuionalq. By Romdd Zech. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. (1990). 305 pegos. $66.00. 
Conte~.ta: 
I. Introduction. 2. How Forth works. 3. Programming in Forth. 4. Progre~n structures and structured 
progran~ming. 5. The Forth glossary. 6. Advanced Forth. 7. Input/output and installation. 8. App~d|x. 
Bibliography. Index. 
IBM PC Auembl~l LanlluaAe and Programming. By Peter Abel. Prentice Hail, Engiewood Cliffs, NJ. (1991). 540 
pages. $33.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction to PC architecture. 2 Machine xecution. 3. Assembly language requirements. 4. Assembling, 
]i,t-i,~ and executing a progrmn. 5. De~ni,~ and moving data. 6. COM programs. 7. Program logic and control. 
8. Introduction to keyboard and screen processing. 9. Advanced screen processing. 10. Advanced keyboard 
processing. 11. String operations. 12. Arithmetic I: processing binary data. 13. Arithmetic II: processing ASCII 
and BCD data. 14. Table processing. 15. Disk storage infornmtion. 16. Disk processing I: file control blocks. 
17. Disk processing II: file handles and extended DOS functions. 18. Disk processing HI: BIOS disk operations. 
19. Printing. 20. Macro writing. 21. Linkin~ to subprograms. 22. DOS memory nmnagement. 23. BIOS and DOS 
data areas and interrupts. 24. Operators and directives. 25. Instruction re~erence. Appendix. Index. 
Looic Proorammino: Proloo and Stream Parallel Laneuaoes. By J. D. Newmarch. Prentice Hall, Englewood 
CHris, NJ. (1990). 269 pages. (Disk included). $35.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Logic programming. 3. Prolog. 4. An interpretive algorithm. 5. Refinements and 
extensions. 6. Metalogical concepts. 7. The Warren abstract machine. 8. Sequential implementations of Prolog. 
9. Parallelism in logic programs. 10. STREAM parallelism, 11. Conclusions. Appendices. Bibliography. Index. 
Foundations o? Neural Networks. By Tarun Khanna. Addison Wesley Publishln~ Company, Readi,~, MA. (1990). 
196 pages. $26.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Assochstive memory. 3. The perceptron. 4. The delta rule and learning by back- 
propagation. 5. Some learning pexadigms. 6. The Hopfield and Hoppensteadt models. Glossary. B~liography. 
Index. 
Desienino A#tonoraous Aeents. Theor~ and Practice from Bioloov to Enoineerin¢ and Back. Edited by Pattie 
Maes. MIT Press, London, England and Cambridge, MA. (1991). 194 pages. $19.95. 
Contents: 
1. Desiamln~ autonomous agents. Pattie Maes. 2. Elephants don't play chess. R.A. Brooks. 3. What are plans 
for? P.E. Agre and D. Chapman. 4. Action and planning in embedded agents. L.P. Kaelbllng and S.J. Roeenscheln. 
5. Situated agents can h~ve goals. P. Maes. 6. Exploiting analogical representations. L. Steels. 7. I n t ~  
plans: - representation for action resources. D.W. Patton. 8. Integrating behavioral, perceptual, and world 
knowledge in an mztonomons assembly system. R.C. Arkln. 9. Symbol grotmding via a hybrid m~:hitecture in an 
autonomous assembly system. C. Malcolm and T. Smlthers. 10. Animal behavior as a paradigm for developing 
robot autonomy. T.L. Anderson and M. Donath. II. A biological perspective on autonomous agent design. R.D. 
Beer, H.J.Chiel, and L.S. Sterling. Index. 
MH ~ z'mi~: E-mail ?or Users and ProsrammerJ. By Jerry D. Peek. O'Reiliy & Associates, Inc., Sebastopol, CA. 
(1001). s~ pa~es. ,~.95.  
Contents: 
Preface. 1. MH features and operation. 2. MH and the UNIX fliesystem. 3. Setting up for MH and xmh. 
4. Tour through MH. 5. Reading your mall with MH. 6. Sending mail with MH. 7. Findi,~ and organizing mail 
with MH. 8. Making MH and xmh work your way. 9. New versions of MH comm~-ds. 10. MH fornmtting. 
11. Introduction to shell programming for MH. 12. MH shell progrAm~. 13. Tour through xmh. 14. Using xmh. 
15. Customizing xmh. Appendix A. Where can you go from here? Appendix B. Reference list. Appendix 
C. Converting messages to MH. Appendix D. Copies of flies over the network. Appendix E. The execit programs. 
Appendix F. Customizing xmh: configuration files. Appendix G. MH reference pages. Glossary. Index. 
Handbook o I Genetic AIRorithms. Edited by Lawrence Davis. Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, NY. (1991). 
385 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. I. A genetic algorithms tutorial. 1. What is a genetic algorithm? 2. Performance enhancements. 
3. Further evolution of the genetic algorithm. 4. Hybrid genetic algorithms. 5. Hybridization and numerical 
representation. 6. Order-baeed genetic algorith m~ mxd the graph coloring problem. 7. Parameterizing a genetic al- 
gorithm. 8. Where to go from here? II. Application case studies. 9. Overview of Part II. 10. Genetic algorithms in 
parametric design of aircraft. 11. Dynamic anticipatory routing in circuit-swltched telecommunicaitons networks. 
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12. A genetic algorithm applied to robot trajectory generation. 13. Genetic algorithms, nonlinear dynamical sys- 
tems, and models of international security. 14. Strategy acquisition with genetic algorlthmR. 15. Genetic synthesis 
of neural network architecture. 16. Air-injected hydrocyclone optimization via genetic algorithm. 17. A genetic 
algorithm approach to multiple-fault diagnosis. 18. A genetic algorithm for conformational nalysis of DNA. 
19. Automated parameter tuning for interpretation f synthetic images. 20. Interdlgltation: a hybrid technique 
for en~neering design optimization employing enetic algerithm~, expert systems, and numerical optimization. 
21. Schedule optimization using genetic algorithms. 22. The traveling salesman and sequence scheduling:, quality 
solutions using genetic edge recombination. Ill. GENESIS and OOGA: genetic algorithm software. 23. Concerning 
GENESIS and OOGA. Contributing authors. Index. 
Disco~erin.q Microsoft WorJ:s, for the IBM Personal Comp~,ter. By David Sachs and Babette Kronstadt. John 
Wiley & Sons, New York, NY. (1989). 278 pages. 5.25 inch disks included. $24.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction to computing with microsoft works. 2. The word processor: an introduction. 3. The spread- 
sheet: an introduction. 4. The database m~n,Lger: an introduction. 5. Integrating works: an introduction. 
6. Extending your knowledge of microsoft works. 7. A brief look at comm,micatinns. Appendix A. System require- 
ments. Appendix B. Microsoft works menu commands. Appendix C. Microsoft works function keys. Appendix 
D. Microsoft works functions. Appendix E, Modem settings. Subject index. 
Truth and Modalit~t for Knowledqe Representatlon. By Rsymond Turner. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1990). 
117 pages. $25.00. 
Contents: 
1. Reasoning agents. 2. Truth and paradox. 3. Truth through fix-points. 4. Stable truth. 5. Frege structures. 
6. Modal logic. 7. Truth in modal ogic. 8. Predicative modality. 9. Conclusion. 
Entropy, Compactness and the Approximation ol Operators. By Bernd Carl and Irmtraud Stephani. Cambridge 
University Press, New York, NY. (1991). 277 pages. $69.50. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 1. Entropy quantities. 2. Approximation quantifies. 3. Inequalities of Berustein-Jackson type. 
4. A refined Riesz theory. 5. Operators with values in C(X). 6. Operator theoretical methods in the local theory 
of Banach spaces. 
Topics in Noncummutative G ometr*/. By Yuri I. Manin. Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ. (1991). 163 
pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
I. An overview. 1. Sources of noncummutative g ometry. 2. Noncummntative d Rham complex and cyclic 
cohomology. 3. Quantum groups and Yang-Baxter equations. 4. Monoidal and tensor categories as a unifying 
machine. II. Supersymmetric algebraic urves. 1. A supersxtension f the RiernAnn sphere. 2. SUSY-famllies and 
Schottky groups. 3. Automorphic Jacobi-Schottky superfunctions. 4 Superprojective structures. 5. Sheaves of 
the Virasoro and Neveu-Schwarz algebras. 6. The second construction of the Neven-Schwarz sheaves. 7. EUeptic 
SUSY-families. 8. Supertheta-functious. III. Flag superspaces and Schubert supercells. 1. Classical supergroups 
and flag superspaces. 2 Schubert supercells. 3. Superlength in flag Weyl groups. 4. Order in flag Weyl groups and 
closure of Schubert superceUs. 5. Singularities of Schubert supercelis. 6. Root systems and parabolic subgroups. 
IV. Quantum groups as symmetries ofquantum spaces. 1. Quantum supergroups. 2.Automorphlsms ofquemtum 
spaces. 3. General linear supergroups. 4. Regular qnAntum space. 5. GLq(n) at the roots of unity: Frobenlus at 
characteristic zero and the Hopf fundamental group. 6. Quantum tori and quantum theta.functions. Bibliography. 
Graph8 and Their Uses. By Oystein Ore, revised and updated by Robin J. Wilson. Mathematical Association of 
America, Washington, D.C. (1990). 153 pages. $14.50. 
Contents: 
1. What is a graph? 2. Connected graphs. 3. Trees. 4. Matchlngs. 5. Directed graphs. 6. Questions concerning 
games and puzzles. 7. Relations. 8. PIAn~r graphs. 9. Map coloring. Solutions. Bibliography. Glossary. 
Usln.q Writin.q to Teach Mathematics. Edited by Andrew Sterrett. Mathematical Association of America, Wash- 
ington, D.C. (1990). 139 pages. $15.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. 1. Mathematicians write; mathematics students hould, too. Ann K. Stelmey, Center for 
Communications Research. 2. Writing for educational objectives in a calculus course. Sandra Z. Keith, St. Cloud 
State University. 3. Writing in mathematics: a plethora of possibilities. Timothy Sipka, Alma College. II. Getting 
started. 4. A reply to questions from mathematics olleagues on writing across the curriculum. Emelie Kenney, 
Wilkes College. 5. Writing in mathematics at Swarthmore: PDC's. Stephen B. Maurer, Swarthmore College. 
6. A writing program and its lesson for mathematicians. Ann K. Stehnmey, Center for Communications Research. 
7. Writing in the math classroom; math in the writing class. Thomas W. Rishel, Cornel] University. 8. A 
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writing intensive mathematics ourse. Arthur T. White, Western Michigan University. 9. Writing, teachin~ and 
learnln~ in mathematics: one set of experiences. Richard J. Maher, Loyols University of Chicago. 10. Technical 
wr/ting for mathematics projects. J. Douglas Faires and Charles A. Nelson, Youngstown State University. IIL On 
gracling or "to English or not to English". 11. But this is not an Rn~]i~h class. Andr~ Michelle Lebecke, Lander 
College. 12. You can and should get your students to write in sentences. Melvin Heurlksen, Harvey Mudd College. 
13, Three R's for mathematics papers--'ritlng, refereeing, and rewriting. Thom~ Q. Sibley, St. John's University. 
IV. What do students ay? 14. Attempting mathematics in a meaningless language. Martha B. Burton, University 
of New Hampshire. 15. Using expressive writing to support nuLthernatics instruction: benefits for the student, 
teacher, and classroom. Barbara Rose, Roberts Wesleyan College. 16. Rewriting our stories of mathematics. 
Linda Brandau, University of Calgary. 17. Writing in mathematics: a vehicle for development and empowerment. 
Dorothy Buerk, Ithaca College. 18. Two perspectives on a writing intensive course in operations research. Mary 
Margaret Hart McDonald and Coreen Mett, Radford University. 19. A writing fellows program meets an abstract 
algebra class: the instructor's and the fellow's perspective. John O. Kiltinen and Lisa M. ]V~An~lleld, Northern 
Michigan University. V. On keeping journals. 20. Writing abstracts as a means of review. David G. Hartz, College 
of Wooster. 21. Journals and essay examinations in undergraduate mathematics. Gary L. Britton, University of 
Wisconsin. 22. Weekly journal entries--an effective tool for teaching mathematics. Louis A. T~dmAn, Metropolitan 
State College. VI. Course specific, hut with broadly applicable ideas. 23. Writing assignments and course content. 
3oanne E. Snow, St. Mary's College. 24. Library and writing assignments in an introductory calculus class. 
John R. Stoughton, Hope College. 25. Teaching mathematics within the mathematics urriculum. David T. 
Burkam, University of Michigan. 26. Writing about proof. Keith Hirst, University of Southampton. 27. Using 
writing to improve student learning of statistics. Robert W. Hayden, Plymouth State College. 28. Integrating 
writing into the history of mathematics. Dorothy Goldberg, Kean College of New Jersey. 29. Viriting to learn and 
comrmmicate mathematics: an assignment in abstract algebra. Anne E. Brown, St. Mary's College. 30. Writing 
in a non-euclldean geometry course. Richard S. ~Vli]]rnArt, Wright State University. 31. The essay as a cognitive 
map. James V. Rauff, Milliken University. 
A Source Book ]or Collelle Mathematics Teachinll. Edited by Alan H. Schoenfeld. Mathematical Association of 
America, Washington, D.C. (1990). 68 pages. $10.00. 
Contents: 
1. Preface. 2. Goals for instruction. 3. Curriculum recommendations from the MAA. 4. Resources. 5. Advis- 
ing. 6. Suggestions for teschlng. A. Instructional techniques. B. Using computers in instruction. 7. Evaluation. 
8. Bibliography. 
Pattern Recollnitio¢ 611 Scil-oryanizing Neural Networks. Edited by Gall A. Carpenter and Stephen Groesberg. 
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 691 pages. $47.50. 
Contents: 
List of Authors. Editorial Preface. I. Overviews. 1. Neural network models for pattern recognition and 
associative memory. Gai] A. Carpenter. 2. Nonlinear neural networks: principles~ mechanisms and architectures. 
Stephen Grossberg. If. Competitive l arning and computational maps. 3. Neural pattern discrimination. Stephen 
Grossberg. 4. Neural expectation: cerebeUar and retinal analogs of ceils fired by learnable or unlearned pattern 
classes. Stephen Grossberg. 5. Self-organlzation f orientation sensitive cells in the striate cortex. Christoph 
yon de Malshurg. 6. Adaptive pattern classification and universal recodin~, I: parallel development and coding of 
neural feature detectors. Stephen Groseberg. 7. The "neural"phonetic ypewriter. Teuvo Kohonen. 8. Counter- 
propagation networks. Robert Hecht-Nielsen. IIL Adaptive resonaJace theory. 9. Adaptive pattern classification 
and universal recodlng, H: feedback, expectation, offa~:tions, and illusions. Stephen Grossherg. 10. A v~ive ly  
parallel architecture for a self-orgam~ing neural pattern recognition maz'h|ne. Gail A. Carpenter and Stephen 
Grossherg. 11. Variation on adaptive resonance. T.W. Ry~a and C.L. Winter. 12. ART 2: self-organlzatlon f 
stable category recognition codes for analog input patterns. Gaff A. Carpenter and Stephen Grossherg. 13. Adap- 
tive bidirectinal associative memories. Bart Kosko. 14. ART 3: hierarchical search using chemical transndtters 
in self-organizlng pattern recognition architectures. Gaff A. Carpenter and Stephen Grossberg. 15. ARTMAP: 
supervised real-time learnln~ and classification ofnonstationary data by a se]f-orga~zing eural network. Gaff A. 
Cm-penter, Stephen Grossberg~ and John H. Reynohis. IV. Specialized architectures and biological connections. 
16. Neuronai activity as a shaping factor in the self-organization f neuron assemblies. Wolf Singer. 17. Problng 
cognitive processes through the structure of event-related potentials: an experimental nd theoretical nalysis. 
Jean-Paul Banquet and Stephen Grossberg. 18. Unit~ation, antomaticity, temporal older, and word recognition. 
Stephen Grossberg. 19. Speech perception and production by a self-organlzlng eural network. Michael A. Cohen, 
Stephen Grossberg, and David Stork. 20. Neural dynmnics of adaptive tlmln~ and temporal dlscrlmir~tion during 
associative l arning. Stephen Grossherg and Nestor A. Schmajuk. Author index. Subject index. 
06ject Rcco~ition 51/ Computer: The Role o,[ Geometric Conmtrai~t=. By W. Eric L. Grimson. MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 512 psges. $45.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. 2. Recognition as a search problem. 3. Searchln~ for correspondence. 4. Two dimemdonal 
constraints. 5. Three dimensional constraints. 6. Verifying hypotheses. 7. Contro||!n~ the search explosion. 
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8. Selecting subspaces of the search space. 9. Empirical testing. 10. The combinatorics of the matching process. 
11. The combinatorics of Hough tmndorms. 12. The combi~atorics of verification. 13. The combinatorics of
indexing. 14. Evaluating the methods. 15. Recognition from libraries. 16. Parameterized objects. 17. The role of 
grouping. 18. Sensing strategies. 19. Applications. 20. The next steps. References. Author index. Subject index. 
D~lnamical Pro.qramming, A Practical Introduction. By David K. Smith. Prentice-Hall, New York, NY. (1991). 
160 pages. $29.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 1. What is dynamic programm|nz? 2. Simple recursive problems. 3. Knapsack problems. 
4. Deterministic production and inventory models. 5. Optimisation of functions. 6. Randomness in dyvAmic 
programming. 7 Further stochastic models. 8. Some further stochastic models. 9. Dynamic programming for fun. 
Appendix: Computers and d~c programming. Bibliography and further earll,~. 
Innovative Applications of Artificial Intclliqcnce ~. Edited by Alain Rappaport & Reid Smith. MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, MA and London, England. (1991). $25.00. 
Contents: 
I. Banking & Finance. 1. INCA--An innovative approach to constructing large-scale r al-time xpert systems. 
R. Phelps, F. Pdstori, D. Mukherjee, L. Thomae, and J. Steinier. 2. Inspector: an expert system for monitoring 
worldwide trading activities in foreign exchange. Elizabeth Byrnes, Thomas Campfield, Nid Henry, and Steven 
WalHma~. 3. Prism: a case-based telex classifier. Marc GoodmAn- 4. ReValuator---An expert system approach to 
actuarial valuations. S. Meltzer and D. Sriram. II. Communications & documentation. 5. Construe-TIS: a system 
for content-based indexing of a database of news stories. Philip J. Hayes and Steven P. Weinstein. III. Construc- 
tion. 6. Development of expert system-supported construction planning for a shield-tunneling method. Minoru 
Harada, Zenichi Igarashi, Satoshi Olmlds, and Yasuhiro Kitagawa. 7. Predicte--An intelligent system for indica- 
tive construction time estimation. Geoff Stevens, Alan Streeton, Michael S. Register, Steven M. Medoff, Mark 
W. Swartwout, and Magnolia Fung. IV. Energy. 8. A real-time alarm analysis advisor. Steven Silverman, James 
Dixon, Tim Fink, Paul Kotas, Alvin Shoop, Bhashyam Ramesh, Philip Klahr, and Antoine Abche. V. Mamafac- 
turing. 9. ECAPP--A process pJann;ng too1 using artificial intelligence. Allan Fraser, Harry Sloate, and Mitchell 
Tseng. 10. TIES: an engineering design methodology and system. Lakshnd S. Vora, Robert E. Veres. Philip 
C. Jackson, and Philip Klahr. VI. Military. 11. The inventory asset analyzer: a tool for reasoning about force 
modernization plannlug. James F. Sullivan, Jr. and John W. Bruno. 12. Technology tran~er using automated 
knowledge-~cqulsition ols. Gerald L. Atlclu~n. VII. Operations management. 13. Computers assist hurn~m~ 
in human resources. Lance Tokuda. 14. Generation of electronic product documentation. VIII. Paleontology. 
15. Integrating artificial intelligence and graphics in a tool for microfoesil dentification for use in the petroleum 
industry. Peter Alan Swaby. IX. Security. 17. AudEs--An expert system for security auditing. Gene Tsudik and 
Rita Summers. X. Software ngineering. 18. Putting knowledge based engineering concepts to work for generic 
programmable logic controller programming. Inn C. Campbell and Izrail Bukshteyn. 19. Intelligent ext com- 
parison in software validation. Inge Jechart, Ray Paquette, and Stefan Schrn;tz. XI. Trucking & transportation. 
20. Cooperating artificial neural and knowledge-based systems in a truck fleet brake-b~ia-ce application. Michael 
Lawrence Smith. 21. Erasme: a multiexpert system for pavement assessment and rehabilitation. F Allez, J. Pal- 
fart, M.P. Joubert, J.P. Lahat, O. Corby and B. Neveu. 22. National dispatcher router: a multiparadigm-based 
scheduling advisor or from prototype to production system. Janet Rothstein. 
A Histor~ o.f Mathematics. Carl B. Boyer, Revised by Uta C. Merzbach. John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY. 
(1991). 715 pages. $24.95. 
Contents: 
1. Origin. 2. Egypt. 3. Mesopotamia. 4 Ionia and the Pythagoreans. 5 The heroic age. 6. The age of Plato 
and Aristotle. 7. Euclid of Alexandria. 8. Archimedes of Syracuse. 9. Apollonius of Perga. 10. Greek trigonometry 
and mensuration. 11. Revival and decline of Greek mathematics. 12. CblnA and India. 13. The Arabic hegemony. 
14. Europe in the Middle Ages. 15. The Renaissance. 16. Prelude to modern mathematics. 17. The time of Fermat 
and Descartes. 18. A transitional period. 19. Newton and Leibniz. 20. The Bernoulli era. 21. The age of Euler. 
22. Mathematicians of the French Revolution. 23. The time of Gauss and Cauchy. 24. Geometry. 25. Analysis. 
26. Algebra. 27. Poincard and Hilbert. 28. Aspects of the twentieth century. References. General bibliography. 
Appendix. Chronological table. 
Neuroeomputin 9. By Robert Hecht-Nielsen. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading, MA. (1990). 433 
pages. $50.50. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction: what is neurocomputing? 2. Neural network concepts, definition, and building blocks. 
3. Learning laws: self-adaptation equations. 4. Associative networks: data transformation structures. 5. Mapping 
networks: multi-layer data transformation structures. 6. Spatiotemporal, stochastic, and helrarchical networks: 
frontiers of neurocomputing. 7 Neurosoftware: descriptions of neural network structure. 8. Neurocomputers: 
machines for implementing neural networks. 9. Neorocomputing applications: sensor processing, control, and 
data analysis. A. Neurocomputing projects: developing new capabitilities that succeed in the marketplace. 
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An Introduction to Functional Proommmino throuoh Lambda Calculus. By Grog Midmelmn. Addimn-Wealey 
PubU~ Compaay, ~nng,  MA. (1~9). s20 pe~.  S30.25. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2 I calculus. 3. Conditions, booleans and numbers. 4. Recurdon and arithmetic. 5. Types. 
6. Lists and strings. 7. Composite values and trees. 8. Evaluation. 9. Functioned progrAmmlng in standard ML. 
10. Functional programming and LISP. Answers to exercises. Bibliography. 
Advanced Research in VLSI, Proceedin/Is o] the 1991 Universit I o I Cali]ornia, Santa Cruz Con]erence. Edited 
by Carlo H. Sequin. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 410 pages. $50.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Program Committee. I Logical effort: desiznln_.u for speech on the back of an envelope. (Keynote 
address--Ivan Sutherland and Robert Sproull.) II. Bipolar VLSI--an ,nmet potential. (Invited talk--George Wil- 
son). HI. Testing of combinational logic. 1. Detection of all multiple faults in two-dimensional logic arrays. Martine 
Schlag and F. Joel Ferguson. 2. Testability properties of multilevel logic networks derived from binary decision 
diagrams. Pranav Ashar, Srinivas Devadas, and Kurt Keutzer. IV. Asynchronous circuit design. 3. Efficient self- 
timing with level-encoded 2-phase dual-rail (LEDR). Mark Dean, Ted Williams, and David Dill. 4. Performance 
analysis and optimization of asynchronous circuits. Steven Burns and Alain Martin. 5. Synthesis of veriflably 
hazard-free asynchronous control circuits. Luclano Lavagno, Kurt Kentzer, and Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli. 
V. Testable asynchronous circuits. 6. Semi-modularlty and self-diagnostlc asynchronous control circuits. Peter 
Beerel and Teresa Meng. 7. Testing delay-lusensitive circuits. Alaln Martin and Pieter Hazewindns. 8. Can 
computing survive VLSI?: an industrial perspective on technology assimilation. (Invited talk) Charles Thacker. 
VI. VLSI models of biological systems. 9. Rapid implementation f a genetic sequence comparator , , i ,g  field- 
prograwmAble logic arrays. (Invited talk) Daniel Lopresti. 10. A bidirectional nalog VLSI cochlear modeL Lloyd 
Watts, Richard Lyon and Carver Mead. 11. Silicon baroreceptors: modeling cardiovascular pressure transduction 
in ,m,,log VLSL John Lazzaro, James Schwaher, and Wade Rogers. VII. Layout techniques. 12. Macro-block 
placement using efficient 2-D compaction. Ping-San Tzeng and Carlo S~quin. 13. Segmented channel routing is 
nearly as efficient as channel routing (and just as hard). Abbas El Gm~nM, Jonathan Greene, and Vwani Roy- 
chowdhury. 14. A toplogical framework for compaction and routing. Erwin Liu, Paul de Dood, Roberto Suaya, 
and John Wawrzynek. VIII. Circuit techniques. 15. The mosaic fast 512K scalable CMOS dRAM. Don Speck. 
CMOS UV-wrltable non-volatile analog storage. Douglas Kerns, John Tanner, Massimo Sivilottl and Jin Luo. 
16. A high-performance, scalable digital neural network architecture for VLSI. Max Stanford Tomllrmon, Jr. and 
Massimo Sivilotti. IX. Optical computation. 17. An optical delay line memory model with efficient algorithms. 
John Re.if and Akhilesh Tyagi. X. Systems architecture. 17. Optimal concurrent VLSI architectures for 2-D 
transposition. Brian Kelley and Vijay Madisetti. 18 Practical schemes for fat-tree network construction. Andr~ 
DeHon. 19. Comblnln~ verification and simulation. Ganesh Gopalakrishnan, Prabhat Join, Venkatesh Akeila, 
Liili Josephson. II. Systems implementation. 20. Rapid low-cost display of spline surfaces. Robert Bedichek, 
Carl Ebeling, Georges Winkenbach, and Tony DeRose. 21. The anyboard rapid prototyping environment. Dou- 
glas Thomae, Thomas Petersen, and David Van den Bout. 22. Adaptive VLSI data compression. Wal-Chi Fang 
and Bing Sheu. 23. Building microelectronlc systems in a university environment (Invited talk). John Poulton. 
24. Composing FPGAs optimized for versatility and speed (Invited talk). Teile Whitney. 
Matrices--Methods and Applications. By Stephen Barnett. Oxford University Press, Oxford, England. (1990). 
450 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
1. How matrices arise. 2. Basic algebra of matrices. 3. Unique solution of linear equations. 4.Determinant and 
inverse. 5. Rank, non-unlque solution of equations, and applications. 6 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 7 Q,~lra- 
tric and hermltism forms. 8. Canonical forms. 9. Matrix functions. 10. Generalized inverses. 11. Polynomials, 
stability, and matrix equations. 12. Polynomial and rational matrices. 13. Patterned matrices. 14. Miscellaneous 
topics. Bibliography. Answers to exercises. Answers to problems. 
Reliable Numerical Com~utafion. Edited by M. G. Cox and S. Harnmarling. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
England. (1991). 339 pages. $75.00. 
Contents: 
Prologue. Reflections on Jim Wilkinson. Gone Golub. 1. Miseonvergence in the Lanczos algorithm. Beresford 
Parlett. 2. The Lanczos algorithm for a pure imaginary hermitlan matrix. Charles L. Lawson and Kajal K. 
Gupta. 3. Nearest defective matrices and the geometry of ill-conditionin S. James Demmel. 4. Computational 
aspects of the Jordan canonical form. Theo Beelen and Paul Van Dooren. 5. Some aspects of generalized QR 
factorizations. C.C. Palge. 6. The multifrontal method in a parallel environment. I. S. Duff, N.I.M. Gould, 
M. Lescrenier, and J.K. Reid. 7. A Schur-complement method for sparse quadratric programming. Philip E. Gill, 
Walter Murray, Michael A. Sounders, and Margaret H. Wright. 8. A probabillstlc round-off error propagation 
model. Application to the eigenvalue problem. Francoize Chatelin and Marie Christine Brunet. 9. Analysis of 
the Cholesky decomposition f a semi-definite matrix. Nicholas J. Highean. 10. On the conditioning ofparameter 
estimation problems. James M. Varah. 11. Rounding errors in algebraic---in level-index arithmetic. F.W.J. Olve~. 
12. Experiments in tearing large sparse systems. Mario Arioll and Iain S. Duff. 13. The least-squares solution of 
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linear equations with block-angular observation matrix. M.G. Cox. 14. An iteratrive method for solving linear 
inequalities. G.W. Stewart. 15. Iterative refinement and reliable computing. Aim Bj~rck. 16. Software for shape- 
preserving spline interpolation. Christian H. Relnsch. 17. Experiences with some software n~neering practices in 
numerical software. D.A.H. Jacobs and G. Markham. 18. Evolution of numerical software for dense linear algebra. 
Jack Dongarra and Sven HarnmArling. Epilogue. Jim Wilkinson: some after-dinner sentiments. L. Fox 
Artilici¢l Vision for Mobile Robots, Stereo Vision end Multisensor I Perception. By Nicholas Ayache. M1T 
Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 342 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. I. General introduction. I. Stereo vision. 2. Introduction. 3. Calibration. 4. Image representation. 
5. Binocular stereo vision constraints. 6. Binocular stereo vision algorithms. 7. Experiments in binocular stereo 
vision. 8. Trinocular stereo vision. 9. Outlook. II. Multisensory perception. 10. Introduction. 11. A unified 
form,dhm. 12. Geometric representation. 13. Construction of visual maps. 14. Combining visual maps. 15. Re- 
sults: matching and motion. 16. Results: matching and fusion. 17. Outlook. The last word. Acknowledgements. 
Bibliography. 
Eco-Lo,qie. By David Robertson, Alan Bundy, Robert Muetzdfeldt, Mandy Haggith and Michael Uschold. M IT  
Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. 243 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Ecology and ecological modelling. 3. Representing simulation models in prolog. 4. Using an 
order sorted logic for simulation. 5. Running logic-based simulations. 6. High level problem descriptions. 7. Model 
construction using prolog schemata. 8. Model construction in the sorted logic. 9. Conclusions. A. Glossary of 
terms. B. S,mm~ary of models. C. Ancillary definitions. 
Methods in Neuronal Modelin.q, from SFnapses to Networks. Edited by ChristofKoch and Idan Segev, MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 526 pages. $22.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. Christof Koch and Idan Segev. 2. Cable theory for dendritic neurons. 3. Compart- 
mental models of complex neurons. 4. Multiple channels and calcium dynamics. 5. Analysis of neural excitability 
and oscillations. John Rinzel and G. Bard Ermentrout. 6. Reconstruction of sm~ll nenral networks. Peter A. 
Getting. 7. Associative network models for central pattern generators. David Kleinfeld and Haim Sompolinaky. 
8. Spatial and temporal processing in central auditory networks. Shihab Shamma. 9. The simulation of large-scale 
neural networks. Matthew A. Wilson and James M. Bower. 10. Modeling the mammalian visual system. Udo 
Web_meier, Dawei Dong, Christof Koch and David Van Essen. 11. Simplifying network models of binocular i- 
valry and shape-from-shading. Sidney R. Lehky and Terrence J. Sejnowski. 12. Simulating neurons and networks 
on parallel computers. Mark E. Nelson, Wojtek Furmanski, and James M. Bower. 13. Numerical methods for 
neuronal modeling. Michael V. Mascagni. Bibliography. 
Ncurocornputinq ~, Directions for Research. Edited by James A. Anderson, Andras Pellionisz, and Edward Rosen- 
feld. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 727 pages. $60.00. 
Contents: 
I. Network architecture. 1. Aristotle on Memory. Richard Sorabji, translator. 2. Cybernetics, Norbert 
Wiener. 3. Outline of a theory of thought-processes and thinking machines. E.R. Calaniello. 4. Adaptive systems 
using learning matrices. K. Steinbuch and E. Schmitt. 5. A memory storage model utilizing spatial correlation 
functions. James A. Anderson. 6. Associatron--a model of associative memory. Kaoru NAimno. 7. The holo- 
graphic hypothesis of memory structure in brain function and perception. Karl H. Pribram, Marc Nuwer, and 
Robert J. Baron. 8. How patterned neural connections can be set up by self-organization. D J. Willshaw and C. 
yon dec Malsburg. 9. Topographic organization of nerve fields. Shun-ichi Amari. 10. ART 2: self-orgmaization f 
stable category recognition codes for analong input patterns. Gall A. Carpenter and Stephen Grossberg. 11. Bidi- 
rectional associative memories. Bart Kosko. 12. Sparse distributed memory. Pentti Kanerva. liT. Computation and 
neurobiology. 13. What the frog's eye tells the frog's brain. J.Y. Letvin, H.R. Maturana, W.S. McCulloch, and 
W.H. Pitts. 14. Single units and sensation: a neuron doctrine for perceptual psychology? H.B. Barlow. 15. Large 
receptive fields and spatial transformations in the visual system. J.T. Mcnwain. 16. The extent o which biosonar 
information is represented in the bar auditory cortex. Nobuo Suga. 17. Learning by selection. J.-P. Changeux, 
T. Heidmann, and P. Patte. 18. Neuronal group selection in the cerebral cortex. Gerald M. Edelman and Lelf 
H. Finkel. 19. Plasticity in the organization of adult cerebral cortical maps: a computer sirrnd~tion based on 
neuronal group selection. John C. Pearson, Leif H. Finkel, and Gerald M. Edelman. 20. Tensor network theory of 
the metaorganization f functional geometries in the central nervous ystem. A. Pdlionlsz and Ft. Ll in~. 21. How 
brains make chaos on order to make sense of the world. Christine A. Skarcla and Walter J. Freeman. 22. Com- 
putational maps in the brain. Eric I. Knudsen, Sascha du Lac, and Steven D. Esterly. 23. A hack-propagation 
programmed network that simulates response properties of a subset of posterior parietal neurons. David Zipser 
and Richard A. Andersen. 24. Lonpterm synaptic potentiation. Thomas H. Brown, Paul F. Chapman, Edward 
W. Kairiss, and Claude L. Keenan. 25. Learning machine; and, Some important discrlminant functions: their 
properties and their implementations. Nils Nilsson. 26. Nearest neighbor pattern classification. T.M. Cover and 
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learning. Douglas L. Reilly, Leon N. Cooper, and Charles Elbam~ 29. A r~l~xAtion model for mmnory with high 
storage density. Charles M. ~ ,  Leon N. Cooper, Amir Dembo, and Ofer Zeltouni. 30. Statistical pattern 
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example of extensional programming. Garrison W. Cottrell, Paul Munro, and David Zipser. 33. Neural networks 
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34. Perceptrons. Marvin L. Minsky and Seymour A. Papert. 35. Connectism and cognitive architecture: a critical 
analysis. Jerry A. Fodor and Zenan W. Pylyshyn. 36. An application of neural net chips: handwritten digit 
recognition. L D. Jackel, H.P. Graf, W.Hubbard, J.S. Denker, D. Henderson, and Isabelle Guyon. 37. Backpropa- 
gation applied to handwritten zip code recognition. Y LeCun, B. Boser, J.S. Denksr, D. Henderson, R.E. Howard, 
W. Hubbard, and L.D. Jackel. 38. The 'neural' phonetic typewriter. Teuvo Kohonen. 39. Economic prediction 
using neural networks: the case of IBM daily stock returns. Halbert White. 40. Predicting the secondary structure 
of globular proteins using neural network models. Ning Qian and Terrence J. Sejnowski. 41. Experiments with 
representation n eural networks: object motion, speech, and arithmetic. James A. Anderson, Michael L. Rossen, 
Susan Ft. Viscuso, and Margaret E. Sereno. 
